
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES   

SAFER SLIDING GATE DESIGN 

 

‘What is the best sliding gate design and why?’ It depends on, style, available budget, 

the environment, ground levels, access and the customer or user’s needs! What is the 

installation mean to achieve? 

 

Sliding gates can be of the most secure and reliable of vehicular entrance systems, but 

everything needs to be build and installed to last as well as endure all the environmental 

abuses it is likely to face for its entire life. Man made as well as from natural causes such 

as high winds and other extreme weather conditions, subsidence and erosion, etc. 

 

Sliding gates, by their very action, are potentially the most hazardous and carry a 

reputation of causing proportionally more injuries than any other type. So, all aspects of 

each installation need to be carefully considered and engineered to withstand all likely 

needs. 

 

     
 

Ground tracked or cantilever the foundations and physical supports are paramount to 

adequate or better safety. Every fixing and each support structure needs to be maintained 

to a standard that not just holds the gate in place, but ensures it is as safe as able, if hit by 

a vehicle and in either direction. At some point in most gate’s lives, they are inevitably 

hit or caught by a car and should not weaken and fall. 

 

       
 

Both above systems have no retaining structure to add support should the gate fall free of 

its fixing and such incidents have resulted in fatalities and custodial legal action. 



Sliding gates must open and close over a level plan without the influence of gravity in 

either direction. Manual use could be very hazardous, and operator forces excessive, if 

gates run up or down hill, as well as greater ware & tare, poorer performance and failure. 

 

   
 

Unlike swing gates were a closed board or clad gate can be more of an issue, sliding gates 

are the opposite and often far better as a solid style of construction. 

 

   
 

Very decorative or extremely plan, the look is optional with many types to choose from, 

however the controls and equipment used, need to suit the safety needs of the system as 

well as the functionality and performance need of each owner. 

 

   
 

Investing in what is not seen, protects what is seen for longer and keeps costs down. 

 

Every day, detailed engineering with skilled delivery ensures the right product has a 

chance, protecting the wiser owner’s long-term needs as well as investment. 
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